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INTRODUCTION 

The last decade has seen a great increase i n  the use o f  computers by various 

areas of the Earth Scieilces and Minerul Industries. Such uses vary from storage of 

data to trend surface arialysis and data plott ing. Since 1966 the Mineral Indusfry 

Research Labot-&ory of the University of Alaska has used the computer for trend 

surface analysis of geological data. (For the program and more detailed explana- 

tions see MlRL Reports 9 and 1 1 .) 

Grant (1957), i n  Esler, Smith aiid Davis, has defined trend surface analysis 

as ". . . a special application multiple regression." l t  i s  based on the bel ief  that 

any surface that can be contoured can also be expressed by an equation of some 

degree. 

This time saving rnefhod can be used as a tool by  the exploration and f ie ld 

geologist, whether looking for o i l  reserves, heavy metals or sfratigraphic correlations. 

I t  i s  a statistical means of sepal-ating a contour map based on observed data into two 

components: (1) regional trends and, (2) depariure from these regional trends; the 

observed or actual surfaces represent the regional trend and residual values obtained 

by subtructing observed data from this surface represent local fluctuations or anomalies. 

Use of the computer allows the geologist. to  examine regional trend surfaces 

of different degrees of conlplexity and provides statistical measures indicafing how 

wel l  each regional surface fits the observed d a b .  Th is  i n  turn allows for differen- 

t iation between trends on large scale effects which influence an entire region and 
d i 



anomalies or small effects influencing only small parts of a region. 

Thus, as in the case of this paper, the geologist can collect a large number 

of samples in the field, have them analyzed for various elements (or structual 

features, etc.) and then have trend surfaces prepared by the use OF a computer. 

Contour maps and residual values to various degrees (six in this case) can then be 

i. . 
plotted and'reudy for inferpretafion within hours instead of days as is required by 

P 

rnbnua~ computation and ploitinglof the same data. 
I 
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The use of the results of these analysis is up to the individual and his prime 

purpose of study. The cohputer and trend analysis is not an end in ifself, but is a 

ready tool to aid in the interpretation of data. If also provides rapid unombly maps 

and, i n  the case of geochemical analysis, variable background due to different 

geologic units is automafically taken into considerafion; for example, the nickel 

surface over an ultramafic will be higher than over an acidic rock. A moderate 

nickel residual in the area of an acidic rock muy then have negative residual value 

if it were to occur in a greensfone. 



TREND ANALYSIS:  SOLOMON QUADRANGLE 

In the sumrner of 1968, Mr. Roderick R.  Asher, geologist for the Alaska 

State Division of Mines clnd Geology, collected stream sediment samples in the 

Solomon Quadrungle (USGS, Map C-5). These samples were analyzed for various 

elements. The zinc values were selected as tracers for gold deposifs and the M.  I .  R .  L. 

Trend Program was then used to determine the exisi-&nce of relationships 

between the zinc conteni- and the various mines i n  the Quadrangle, in 

the Big Hurra,h Mine. Both regional trends and residual values were computed to 

the sixth degree and plotted on the Solomon map. (Figures 1-8, Map I) One  

localized zone of highs and two possible linear features are implied by the 

A localized zone of highs lies near the center east border of the map and is 

persistanf on all degrees of residuals. This zone is also contained within the highest 

regional contours of the fourth, fifth and sixth degree maps and is within one of the 

linear trends discussed later in this paper. Within the zone of highs, there are two 

cases of two or more highs from the same drainage, which could be indicative of an 

ultimate source of equally high value. 

Two linear trends are shown in Figure 1 .  Though data points do not line up 

from point to point, they, as a whole, display a NW-SE lineation. It must be 

remembered that points occur only where samples were taken, thus these lineations 

could either be stronger or weaker on a regimented traverse. 

These linear features may parallel thz general regiorml trend surface contours 



(Figures 6, 7, and 8). Though neither the linearity of residuals, nor the directions 

of regional trends are individually strong, the two features together could be of sorne 

significance. 

The regional trend contours also display a few possible Features. The Big 

Hurrah Mine and Uncle Sam Mountain are a l ~ v a ~ s  within the 90 ppm contour, 

although no highs are ploffed at the actual mine, 

The localized high noted i n  the center east border of the residual plots is 

further strengthened by the display of high contour intervals in this region. This 

combination of high residuals and consistently high contours warrants further study 

i n  this zone. 



TREND ANALYSIS: HURRAH TRAVEKSE 

The Alaska State Division of Mines and Geology, under the direction of 

Mr. R .  Asher, also ran a traverse sampling program in the general vicinity of the 

Big Hurrah Mine, trying to discover relationships significant of gold deposition in 

the area. Again, these samples were analyzed, and zinc, lead, and copper trend 

surface and residual maps through the sixth degree were prepared (Figures 8-.12, 

Map I I ) .  Various interpretations of these results can be made. 

The Solomon Quadrangle, as a whole, displays a zinc residual trend of NW- 

SE. This same trend can also be seen in the fiffh degree zince residual plots for the 

traverse. Included in this linear trend is a major portion of the drainage in the 

Quadrangle. 

To the southwest of this linearity is found a small zone of highs. These local- 

ized highs all occur within the slate unit, and it can be further noted that u maior 

portion of the zinc residual highs do occur in the slate unit. 

The lead residuals display a weak E-W trend, though the eight values of 

over 20 pprn lie i n  a vague NW-SE trend. The Hurrah Mine, although lacking in 

high values itself, would be part of this NW-SE trend. 

Correlafion between residuals and rock types is vague, although three 

groupings of three highs do occur in the schist unit (Figure 10). Oiher then these 

three groupings, the lead residua Is appear fairly evenly distributed between the 

schist and slate. 



A definite E-W trend is displayed by the copper residuals, Again the 

Hurrah Mine, though not an actual high, is contained within the trend. The 

grouping of the highs into two definite E-W trends could also be of significance. 

Rock type correlation is vague, wiih the highs fairly well distributed between 

the slate and schist. The one grouping of three highs noted in Figure 1 1  occurs with 

'two points in the schist and one in the slate and is of little correlative aid. 

Figure 12 shows a plot of corresponding highs of zinc, lead, and copper, 

from which either a NW-SE or E-W trend can be implied. A definite E-W trend i s  

seen in the three points that are highs for c r l l  three elernents. Two of these three 

lie within the schist and the third three-element high lies ut the faulted 

contact of the schist and slate. 

The surface contours furfher strengthen the possibility of a correlation between 

zinc and slate. The contours of 80 ppm and higher lie almost enfirely within the 

slate unit. 

Copper surface contours show little correlation with residual values. There 

exists one grouping of contour highs in the schist unit locafed on the SE border of 

the map. 

Lead surface contours were not plotted with contour intervals of interpretative 

value and no correlations are  possible, 

Zinc values were also broken down into separate values for schist, slate, and 

soils. The residual plots and surface contours showed little variation from previous 

data, thus indicating little, i f  any, element mobilization in the area. 



CONCLUSION 

The Solornon Quadrunale as a whole displays a N\N-SE trend for zinc residual 

plots. There i s  one area on fhe center east border of localized residual highs that i s  

' further strengthened by regional contour highs i n  the same area. These two feufures 

should be studied further, first by reviewing the collected data, and second, by 

future f ie ld  work. 

The Big Hurrah traverse i s  generally weak, both i n  residual values and 

regional trending. The relationship between small scale NW-SE regional trending 

of the zinc values of the Big Hurrah traverse and the NW-SE trend of the zinc values 
2 

of the Solomon Quadi.angle may be o f  significance and data should be studied with 

this i n  mind. 

Due to the lack of any predominant trends for the copper-lead-zinc associafion, 

future studies should concentrate on the possibility of ofher mineral associations such 

as arsenic and antimony. 
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